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Left widowed and poor, her only chance is to travel west to start a new life.Left widowed and poor, her only chance is to travel west to start a new life.

A Sweet Western Romance from #1 Best Selling Author Emily WoodA Sweet Western Romance from #1 Best Selling Author Emily Wood

Eloise had everything—a happy marriage and a beautiful baby—until everything was suddenly taken away. Left with

no means to provide for herself and her son, she turns her eyes west to start a new life as a mail order bride. When she

finds a perfect match, she thinks her prayers are answered. After her perfect match seems to disappear, she is can

only pray things will work out. Will there be happiness or heartbreak for the doctor, the bride-to-be, and the baby?

The Doctor, the Bride, and the Baby is a clean western romance from #1 Best Selling author Emily Woods. If you like

clean, historical fiction about women who must overcome tragedy in order to love again, you will love this sweet

romance!

Buy The Doctor, the Bride, and the Baby and get lost in another sweet western romance today.
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